
 

DATA SHEET REPLACEMENT 

 

  

 
 
Voluntary field measure RECARO “Pole Position SPG (FIA)” and “Furious 
SPG (FIA)” 
 
 
In order to facilitate an exchange of one of the aforementioned seats in your possession, please 
proceed as follows: 
 

1. Check if your seat is actually affected . The seats in question can be identified as follows:  
- Part numbers: For RECARO “Pole Position SPG (FIA),” these start with 070.98.XXX; for  
  “Furious SPG (FIA)” with 070.78.XXX. 
 
- Through the sticker on the side of the backrest, if the name “Pole Position” and the  
  homologation number CS.997.00 appears (this also applies to “Furious SPG (FIA)”). 
 
- The sticker also states the date of manufacture. This may not be before NOVEMBER   
   2009. These seats are not covered by the voluntary exchange measure because they    
   generally cannot be used anymore because of their age. 
 
- The sticker may also include the notice: “Not valid after…” This date may not be before  
   NOVEMBER 2014. These seats are not covered by the voluntary exchange measure  
   because they generally cannot be used anymore because of their age. 
 

2. Scan or copy the invoice  that you received when you bought your seat from an 
authorized RECARO dealer  in order to verify the purchase and purchase date. 
 

3. If you purchased an Original RECARO adapter for your seat , also scan or copy this 
original invoice  you received when you made your purchase from an authorized RECARO 
dealer in order to verify the purchase and purchase date. 
 

4. Please photograph the sticker on the left side of t he backrest  of your seat, which states 
the date of manufacture and the homologation number.  
 

5. Fill out the attached order form completely , scan it, and send it together with the scans of 
the invoices and a JPG of the sticker photo by e-mail to: 
 
ae-support@recaro-automotive.com  
 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

  

6. Alternatively (only if you cannot or do not want to use e-mail), send copies of invoices, the 
order form, and a printout of the sticker photo by postal mail to: 
 
RECARO North America Inc. 
Pole Position 
4120 Luella Lane 
Auburn Hills, MI 48326 
USA 
 

7. After receipt of the order, you will receive from R ECARO Automotive Seating a 
confirmation  and information on the delivery times of the replacement seat. 
 

8. Dates, ordering, and delivery: New RECARO seats homologated by FIA “Pole Position 
SPG (FIA)” and “Furious SPG (FIA)” will be available  
 
in North America  for exchange starting on March 16, 2015 .  
 
For delivery of a new seat to you, receipt of the order at RECARO is decisive. New seats will 
be shipped in the order of the receipt of orders.  
 
Please place an order as soon as possible! 
 
Since the new RECARO seats can only be produced in relatively small numbers due to the 
complex production process and our quality requirements, delays in delivery can be 
expected. It may take several weeks to fulfill your order. We ask for your understanding in 
advance! 

 
Please note: The information from the communication  about our voluntary field measure, 
which is more extensive in part, continues to apply  – regardless of the voluntary exchange 
measure described here.  
 
Kirchheim/Teck, February 12, 2015 


